
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Cal Spas Launches New Family™ Series 
Hot Tub Giant adds Family™ Connect line to popular Family™ Series  

 

Los Angeles, CA—(May 1, 2012) Cal Spas, the world leader in luxury Home Resort products, is 

pleased to announce the launch of its new Family™ Connect spa lineup.  

 

This feature rich spa lineup consists of two fully loaded 7-foot bench and lounger spas with 36 

massage therapy jets and award-winning features. With contoured seating and targeted 

hydrotherapy for up to six adults, Family™ Connect spas offer the finest in luxury hydrotherapy at a 

price that meets any budget. To ensure the ultimate spa experience for bathers, Family™ Connect 

spas feature a powerful, high performance two-pump system. Both spas feature a breathtaking LED 

lighting package and cascade waterfall that adds a romantic ambiance to any backyard. The 

exclusive PureCure™ Water Purifying System is also a standard feature in this revolutionary spa 

lineup. 

 

“The new Family™ Connect line is perfect for consumers seeking a spa for relaxation and 

entertainment purposes,” said Casey Loyd, President of Cal Spas. “Both spas feature attractive jet 

counts and are packed with top-of-the line entertainment and performance features. Best of all, the 

Family™ Connect spas hit an affordable price point that both our consumers and dealers will love 

and appreciate.”  

 

The new Family™ Connect spa lineup is an expansion of the popular Family™ Series. The Family™ 

Connect Spas are now available for purchase through the Cal Spas worldwide dealer network.   
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About Cal Spas 
Cal Spas® was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is 

world renowned as the #1 Global Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces 

premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona, Calif. and distributes worldwide 

through a network of specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs 

and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high-end 

BBQ grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and firepits. Learn about Home Resort Living 

and find a dealer near you at www.calspas.com.  
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